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ABSTRACT 

This review summarizes recent dairy marketing studies. They have 

been placed in one of two categories: nonpolicy research and policy 

research. Nonpolicy research studies are concerned with estimating a 

specific response. These studies are summarized to facilitate com

parisons among models and resulting estimates. Policy research 

studies are concerned with the effects of altering policy variables 

or eliminating entire programs. The features of each study are explic

itly stated so as to allow comparisons among the various studies. 
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DAIRY 'MARKEtING AND POLICY ANALYSIS : 
.',' ~>- ':. 

A CRITICAL REVIEW 9F RECENT EH~IRICAL STUDIJ;lS 

·',.t. ".'," .'. . 1. 

;,' '''1 .. .; ." ,", ')' 

,'f', 

·Rbger A .. Dah1grah 

Introduction' 

.. .:' 

,,'," 

Policy coIitroversyinvolving'theU~S. ··dairyfndust:ry begEln' late 

in the 1800s over the immunity of dairy cooperatives located in the 

upper Midwest from prosecutiottunder the. Sherman Antitrust Act 

(Wi~liam,.s et alp "1970.,, p~. 30) ,.>.Since tpa~: tiJlle'i the.U. S. dairy 

industr:r(ha~beco1)le s~bje,ct;;9 pth~r regulations" includ;ng sanitary 

re9c\lirement~., '. c1assgied p~icing> and, pooling unqer state and' federal 

regulation, importrestiictions, aq.d base plans., '!he passage of the 
" ,', , ' " :' ," . 

Agricu1tura~,Act of 1~49 ,established the present authority for price. 

supports between 75aq.d 90, perceIltpf parity ~ndwasthe last major 

piece of the current regulatory program. It is not to be inferred 

that these regulations were created in the absence of research or fore

thought, but economists' abilities to ana1yze;data and make forecasts 

ha~e been greatly enhanced by modern e1~ctronic,compute~s 'and'modern 

quantitati~e techniq~es, ~~tl} of which were deve1~ped aft>er 'the bulk of 
': ,'''..:' 

the.' current dairy market regulation was in piace. The studies to be 

examin~d in thi~ "i.iterature"re~iew are ~~cent' empirical dairy marketing 
, ',\",. ~n' .. ." .. ~"":" . -: ·,: ... L~·'.:~ ~ ~~~".': ".: ' ... 

and po1icyst~dies~ The term "recent studies" e1iminate.s research done 

bef()re i~48, w~i±~'l'~m~irica1 research'i:i'~· i~~~nded ~~ .. rest~ict atten

tion' ~.~ \hos~»s~~dies u~:i.ng' multiple regression, simu1t~neousequation 
'" " " 

techniques, >axid/orsi~uiation techniques. Descriptive studi,es of / 
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structure and trends of the U.S. dairy illdustry, while nUIDerou~, are 

not included ill t,his ,review. 

The studies selected for review are conveniently divided into two 

categories. Roughly half of the volume of the literature is nonpolicy 

studies. These are studies,w:hereprimary emphasiElisplaced on supply 

and/or ,demand parameter e$timation. The other half of the volume of 

the literature is policy studies. Policy studies are those where 

primary emphasiS is placed. on th~ effect of ,alterna,tivepolicy decd.sions 

on dairy markets and/or the effect of altering the current policy 

structure. 

Since this 'is a critical review, the basis of criticism will be 

exposed at the outset. ',Critici~Iil will be made, when appropriate, based 

on the economic theory and econometric techniques embodied :in the study. 

The approach used in this revi~w will be to pres~nt a ~tudy and then 

to evaluate it. When several similar stu<;lieshavebeen discussed, the 

studies as a group will be compared_with each other, and an attempt 

will bemacle to summarize the studies as a group. , ' 

"NOIU~olicY Studies, ,. . 

As has already been melltiorted, nonpolicystudies are thosestud:les 

that-are primari]'yconcerned with estinta ting responserela tionships • 

These studies cart be ftjrther subdivided by the response relationships' 

considered. One group of studtes considers only supply relationships, 

anbther group considers only'demand relationships, while, still a third 

grou.p'considersboth supply anddeniandrelaUonships. 

Supply Studies' , 
, -

An alternative to direct supply response estimation is to estimate 

the underlying production function. Production function studies as 
• • • ','. • ," ,' • .' .' : I 

well as direct supply re~ponSe studiesw:ill be considered. 

Theproduct;ion function approa~h'to ,supplyrespons~estiIllat:1pn 
'. '. 

has resulted in several estimates of dairy production functions. 

Heady et a1. (1960) ; Heady ,et al. (1964) ;_Ho~~eret al. (1961); ,and 

Paris et a1. ' (1970) 'have all estimated productio~ functions relating 

milk per cow to roughage'and concentrate consumption as well as 

6 
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, ' 

environmental variables alid cow characteristics.' Cow c~~act~risti~s' 
include such variables as age, weight, maturity, 'and initial' abiiity~ 
The form pf the production function used in aii of 'these stu~ies was a 

linear plus a quadrati¢combin~tioil of' the in~ut~. Heady et '~1.' (1960) 

reported on the fit of a 'log linear production function. :in'gener~l" 

the datii fit these functional forms fairly'well and exhibited R2,s in 

the 0.70 to 0.90 range. 

While pointing but that'estitnationofprociuction functions'provides 

an alternative to direct supply responseest:i.nultion, Heady '(1961" p. 14) 

acknowledged that the produd:ion function approach encounters difficul-, 

ties in the presence of uncertainty, lack of knowledge, nonmonetary 

goals, liunpiness of fixed factors and'joi~t production of agricult~ral 

products. 'Even with estimated prOductionf~nctionsand the:implied 

marginal cpst curves,difficulties may still exist due to pe~uniary 

externalities which distort the aggregation ,of the marginal' cost curves 

into a supply function. A final problem with these particular studies 
, , 

" in ascertaining a dairy supply response is that these particular studies 

"are' incomplete for modeling the dairy industry. Inputs of land, labor, 

arid capital are omitted from these production functions although they 

are definitely factors of milk production. 

Studies estimating the direct suppiy response of milk have been' 

done by Brandow' (1953), Halvorson (1955,1958), Cochrane (1958), 'Wipf 

and Houck (1967) , and Chen et a1. (1972). Halvorson (1955) presents a 

summarl:zation of the a'priori beliefs about the nature of 'the milk 

supply response. First, the milk supply response is believed to be 

highly price 'inelastic due to the large fixed investment requirement 

required for dairying, the lack of good alternatives for labor in many 

areas where 'milk production is substantial, the fact that the small or 
, , 

variable output producer i~ penalhed' in 'the marketplace due to pricing 

arrangements, 'the t:tme lag required to alter cowherds or eqUipment, 

the effect of'price·and output uncertainty,and the lag time between 

production alid p~ic~ fo~ation. Second, the supply elasticity is 

believed'to ,take on differing values 'depending on the length of run. 

A 'third belief is that supply responses are different for summer than 

for winter. A final belief is that the total production response is 

cotnposed of responses in cow numbers and in production per cow'. Early 
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,resear~hers focused on production per cow while later res~rchers have 

, focused on total productiop- relationships. 

Brandow' s(l~53) research w~s exploratory in nature •.. Using t:i1ll-~: ' 

series data for 1932 to 1951, . Brandow formulated onese.t of input

'output relationships andon,e set of price response relafionships ;for 

four major dairy states ,(Pennsylvania, New York, Wisconsin, and 

·Minnesota). The· input-output IIlodels specified the relation of summer 

and winter production per cow to pasture conditio~sandgrain feel per 

cow. The price response models specified the relation ofsunnner and . , -. . .... . , . . \ 

· winter. produc tion per cow to pasture conditions. 'and the milk-feed 
; 

priceratio~ The results. showed thClt the responsivene$s of milk " 
. . . .' 

production per co~to grain fed per cow was higher in the winter 1::han " 
/-

in the summer. The comparison of the summer .to the win.ter responfle 

· of ~iikper co~to m~lk-feed pricerad.o varied by state., 

"Halvorson (1955)pe:r£ormed four~nal..yses to evaluate' the short-run 

response of milk produ~tionper.cowtovariotisfactors·· fo~ the summer . " ' .. '", ... "" ,.' ," 

arid winter seasons. Regiona1aswellas aggregate models were fit using 

logged a.nel diffex:enced timeseiies data for 1931to '1954. One analysis 

was an input-output, relation of milk per cow per day to ,. grain and. con-

· centratesfedpercow, to hay production, to cow numbers and ,to a.con

stant te.rmwhich was an indicator of technological change. The con-

· clusion that the response, ?fmilk per c,ow per day to grain fed per cow 

was higher it:t the winter ,than iIl., the summer is' in agreement. with the . , 
. . 

results found by Brandow (1953). A second analysis of the response of 
. ..: 

grain fed,per pound of milk proeluced to the ~ilk-feed price ratio was 

formulated to capture the farmer's response ra,.therthan the cow's , 
response. The results indicate that the farmer's response wa.sinelastic •. 

:,' . . :" .' . " 

, A third analysis of the response of: milk product~on 'ller cow t.othe milk-

feed. price ratio, to. hay. produc tion and to . cow .. numbers yie1ded supply 

elasticity estimates ofO'to 0.25 with winter estimateS·in the upper 

,end of the range and summer estimates in 

,.' The. fourth a1l,alysis was designed to test 

," . ". ,"' . 

the lower enel of •. the range. 

t,he hypothesis that the 

farmer' sresponse . in terms pf'grain fed per pound. of.milk, produ~ed to . 
. - . '. 

,the.m:l.lk-feed.price ratio fprpr~ce increases was different 'from that 
.' ,I . '~. ' 

forpri.c.e de(!r~.ases. The conclusion :was' that the farmer's short-run 

response was ~ore elas dc for price inc,reasesthan f or price' decreases. 
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,In 1958, Halvorson again analyzed the response ofmilkprpquction 

to price. In tl1is analysis, annual time series data for 192} .thr:pugh 

1957 were used in conjunction with the partial adjustment nio'd¢l~ Milk 

production was regressed on the previous year's milk production~ the 

previous year's. deflated price, hay supplies, concentrate supplies and 

the previous year's def1ate~ hog and beef prices.'I'he, results of this 

analysis indicated that the short-run price elasticity of milk produc

tionis.in the 0.15 to 0.30 range with some evidence that it has 

increased in later years. The long,.,.run price elasticity of milk pro

duction appears to be in the 0.35 to 0.50 range. A :Unalanalysis was 

done to determine if the response of milk production to falling prices 

differed from the response of milk production to rising prices. The 

results are not statistically significant. but do suggest that ·the . 

long-run response to falling prices is greater than the long-run 

res.ponse to rising prices. 

Cochrane (1958) formulated a milk supply model using quarterly 

data from 1947 through 1956. Milk production was regressed on average 

current and lagged wholesale milk prices" average.currentand lagged 

dairy ration prices, production per cow and number of cows. This 

analysis yielded a supply elasticity of 0.30.· 

Wipf and Houck (1967) used annual u.s. time series data to estimate 

the response of milk production to milk prices lagged one year, feed 

inputs, slaughter cow prices and technology. A partial adjustment model 

was used to estimate the long-run response. The variables were combined 

in both linear and log linear forms to ascertain the desired supply 

response parameters. The conclusions of this work were that either the 

linear or the log linear form could be used. According to this study, 

the estimate of the short-run supply elasticity was 0.05 to 0.07, while 

the estimate of the long-run supply elasticity was 0.07 to O.lS. 

A final analysis of the milk production response to price was done 

by Chen et al. (1972). Using quarterly data for 1953 through 1968 for 

the California dairy industry, two different structures of the effect 

of lagged price on quantity were tested. The forms of the tested lag 

structures were the geometric lag and the second order polynomial lag. 

In addition to lagged price, other independent variables. included 

seasonal shifters· and technological trend variables. The findings of 
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this research are thattheCalifo:tniada,iryindustry has a short .... run 

supply elasticity of 0.15 to 0.40 arid' along ... :n.m· supply elasticity 'of 

. around 2.54. 

Thi$collcludesthe summarizationoft:hestudies that are <!once:t'ned 

with estimating the direct supply responseofrriilk productiOn to milk 

prices. . These studies are 'summarized'in Table L It should he noted 

that these studies are similar in conceptual approach and data analyzed. 

As a group, these studies lack an expl!cithypothesis of profit maxi

mizationto explain producers' behavior. Further, the hypothesis of 

quantity supplied reacting solely to last period's price is not 
. . 

rationa.lbehavioron the part of produce:i::'s~ Amore complete model 

inv61vinglaggedprices would have producers reacting to the current 

period's 'expected price which is correlated with last period's price. 

Another criticism of these studies is that they don,otisolate·the 

response' of grade A milk'productionfrom the response of grade B milk 

production nor do theyspe!cify how tota.l production of milk is composed 

of alllix:ture of grade A and grade Bmilk. A final criticism of these' 

studies is that they ignore the simultaneous determination of quantity 

and price in a market. . Demand is the.other schedule to be considered. 

M:odels of demand for'mi:l,kandmilk products will now be reviewed. 

Demand Studies 

Several researchers have 'estimated the demand response for milk 

and dairy products at the farm and retail levels. The works of Rojko 

(1957); Nerlove a!~({ Addison (1958), Brandow (1961), Raunik.;tr et al. 

(1969), George and King (1971), and ,Boehm (1976) will be reviewed 

here. Rojko (1957), Brandow (196i)'f 'and George and King (1971) 

estimated both farm level and r'etaillevel demand responses for milk 

and dairy products while Ner10ve and Addison (1958), Raunikar et 8.l. 

(1969), and Boehni (1976) furnish analyses of retail demand only. 

Nerlove and Addison (1958) 9 Brandow (1961) , ~nd George and' ICing (19.71) 

are not exclusively devoted to milk and dairy products but consider 

dairy products as part ofa demand system for many foods·. TheRojko 
, " 

(1957), Raunikar et al. (1969), and Boehm (1976) articles are totally 

devoted to milk. demand. The RaunikaJ:' et al. (1969) [see also Purcell 
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Table 1. Summar,y of di,rectsupp~y respon~e estimation studies 

Author arid data; Dependent variable Independent variables' Elasticities with 
respec t to': 

Brandow (1953) Production/cow Grain ff~dl cow Grain fed/cow 
.03-.82 (winter) 
.08-.43 (summer) 

Semi-annual 1933-51 
for PA, NY, WI, MN 

Production/cow 

Pasture or hay available 

"Milk-feed price ratiO" 
'Pasture or hay vari801e 

',"' ~ .', 

M:t1kprice' 
.04-.18 (winter) 
~07-.15(summer) 

---------------------------------------------~~---~------~~---------------~--------------------------~-
Halvorson (1955) 
Semi-annual 1931-54 
Regional· 

Production/cow/day " """ ," 'iGt'IH.nfed/cow 
, l ' Haypioduction 

cOw numbers . 

Grain fed/lb,of milk produced Milk-feed price ratio 
Hay' production-

Production/cow/day Milk-feed price ratio' 
Hay production 
Cow numbers 

Grain fed/lb.of milk produced Milk-feed price ratio, 
Hay production 

Grain fed/cow 
.27 (winter) 
.10 (summer) 

Milk price 
.26 (winter) 

; ~;5l '(summer) , 

Milk price 
.10-.22 (winter) 
.00-.09 (summer) 

Milk price: 

Pricet 
Price+ 

Winter 
.611 
.468 

Summer 
.411 
.023 

------------------------------------------------------------~--------------------------------------------, 

'Halvorson (1958) Total milk production Deflated lagged milk price Milk'price 
Annual U.S. 1927-57 Trend .16-.18 (short run) 

Total hay supplies .40- .44 (long ,run) 
Total concentrate supplies 
Deflated lagged beef price 
Deflated lagged hog price 
Lagged dependent variable .29-.39 (coef. of adj.) 



:' ~--.' . 

Table 1 (eontinued) 

Autliot'ahddata Dependent variable Independent variables 

Halvorson (1958) Total milk production Same as above 
Annual U.S. 1941-57 

Annual U.S. 1927-57 Total milk production Same as above 

Elasticities with-respect to: 

Milk price 
.29-.31 (short run) 
.50-.90 (long run) 
.35-.54 (coef. of adj.) 

Milk price 

~R: LR. 
Pricet .13-. 27 -.29--.31 
Price •• 13-.20- .40-1.8 

: Coeff. 
adj. 

.42-.48 

.11~.41 
___________________ -____________ -______________________ -;,;.. ______ ~_~ _______ ... _________ .,:_'"""" _______ ~-.o:e.-I!I9-eom--...,..a:>2 

Cochrane -- (1958) 
Quarterly U.S. 
1947-1956 

Totalmillcproduetion _-Avg. current and lagged 
milk price 

Avg. current and lagged 
dairy rati.on price 

Productionl cow 
NUmber of cows 

Milk price 
0.03 -

______ . ____________ ...... ______ ~ ________________________________________ ... ___ a.... _______ ~---- ... -_-~-...;-~---<:110!)-~ ... 
Wipf and Houck (1967) 

Annual U.S.1945-64 
TDtalmilkproduction Lagged mi.lkprice 

Feed grains price index 
Roughage avaialble index 
Slaughter cow prices 
Technology 
Lagged dependent var lab 1e 

Milk price 
.04-.07 (short run) 
• 06~ .16 (1ong run) 

.41-.66 (coef. of adj • .) 
-----------------------~-~---------~-------------------.-----~-----------------~--~------~-------~-~---~ 
Chen eta!. (1972) Total milk productlonMilk-feed price ratio 

-QUarterly --California Seasonal dummies 
1953-68 Technology 

Milk -price .-- _ sa 
Nerlove model .38-
Almon model .16 

--,-..-----,--,--~-~----:~-'---..,..--.,;--..,..---,--'------------'------:------~----



et. a1., 1968} and Boehm (1976) studies are similar, emphasizing the 

effect on demand of demographic variables such as age and racial 

composition of the population. 

Rojko (1957) did an extensive analysis of the u.s. dairy industry 

using annual data from two distinct time periods, 1924 through 1941, 
I • 

and 1947 through 1954. Quantities supplied were assumed to be pre-

determined each year. Several models were es.timated for the different 

time periods. Single equation models were estimated by ordinary least 

squares while mu1ti"';equationmode1s were estimated using two stage 

least squares. Some·of the relationships estimated include the demand 

for butter, cheese and fluid :milk at retail; the demand for all milk 

at retail; farm-retail price interrelationships; and the demand for 

milk at the farm level. Elasticity estimates both at the farm level 

and the retail level appear to differ in each of the two time periods. 

Other elasticity results are summarized in Table 2. 

Ner10ve and Addison (1958) used a partial adjustment model in 

conjunction with annual time series datacoyering 1920 to 1938 to . 

. differentiate short-run and long-run demand for twelve different 

commodity groups in the United Kingdom. This study is noteworthy due 

to the use of the partial adjustment model and the estimation of the 

short-run and long-run demand elasticity for dairy products. Applica

tion of the model to the United Kingdom data weakens the model's 

applicability for U.s. projections. The modei was app1iedtb United 

Kingdom data because these data were more accessible and the United 

Kingdom's involvement in international trade tends to make supply 

functions perfectly elastic. In estimating the demand elasticities, 

the restrictions implied by neoclassical demand theory (Ph1ips, 1974, 

Ch. 2) were ignored. The results of estimating the demand function for 

dairy products yield short-run price and inCOme inelasticities of 

-0.32 and 0.09, respectively; long-run price and income elasticities 

of -1.00 and 0.28, respectively; and an elasticity or adjustment of 

0.32. 

The Brandow (1961) study was designed to predict long-run farm 

income and price responses to different forms of supply control inU .• S. 

agriculture •. As such, the model used was a demand model for the many 

commodities marketed in the agricultural sector of the U.S. economy. 
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;-" 

Table 2. S~ry of Roj!c<.o (19~7) elas~icity est~mation results 

.. ~ '-, 

Milk demand relation! 
cqnsidered Source Elasticity estimates' 

Own ,price Cross pric~ ,Income . 

Farm level pp., 64-65 ' -.50 
Fluid milk pp. 89-91 -.40 to -.50 ' 
Butter " , 'ppo'89-91 -.40 to -.60.' 
Manufactured products 

excl. butter . pp. 89';'91 :"'1.1 to -1. 6 
All dairy products pp. 89-91'-.80. to -.90. 

1947-54 

'Fluid milk 
Butter 

American cheese 
Other'products 
Margarine " 

14 

:l'able 
Table 

Ta,ble 
Table 
Table 

24 ,~.32 
24 -1.37 

24 - •. 75 
24 -i.47 
24 -.25· 

.55, 
(margarine) 
.92 (meat) 

1.50 (butter) 

. ,'. 

.50 
.20 to' ~,30. 
.20. to .30. 

.80. to 1.2 

.30 to' .50 

.27 

.36 

.... 99 " 
'3.0.6 • 
-1.81 



Demand r~lationships liTere formulated for 24 major food items at the 

retail level using elasticity estimates provided by several previous 

studies. When unavailable, ot~er elast,icity relationships were derived 
. . '. . ", 

or bounded by neoclassical 'demand theory. Farm level demands:, for 
, , 

domestic ,food use were derived from retail dem~nd relationships by , 

specifying a marketing margin model. These farm level dema~destimates 

suffer from the difficulty that retail products frequently~annot be 

trans1.ateddirectly:, in terms of the farm product. The third sector of', 

this niodel ,,formulated export demands (ceteris paribus export policy) 

and industrial demands. When the farm level demand for domestic, food,

export demand and industrial demand are summed~ total demands'at the 

farm level and for fOQ~ and cotton are, obtainep" The final sector of 

this monel dealt ,with:interrelationships among'livestock products, 

feed concentra~es and vegetable oils. These demands were brought 

together to obtain demands for~'feed grains and oil seeds. The signif-' 

icance of this study is that retail demand fUnctions for fluid milk, 

butter, cheese'y-~vapor~ted.andcond~nsed milk, and ice"cream are part 

of the model., A summary of the elasticity e,stimates u~ed in this model 

appears in Table 3. 
. ~ 

George and. King (1971) performed a study similar to the Brandow 

(1961) study, but ~t the same time improved on the Brandow study.; 

Whereas Brandolv obtained elasticity estimates from other studies, George 
, 

and King estimated ' their elast~city respons~es. ,This was done b'ecause 

greater consistency of the ,estimates could'be obtained by estimating 
. . . , 

elasticities from the same ,'time period and observation iriterval. Second, 

George and."King expanded the number of ;ood:, items consider,ed, using 49 

instead" of,Brandow's 24. Thus; there was l~sscommodity aggregation. 

The final feature of the George and King study was that the data used 

for estimation were more recent than the Brandow data which shoulp allow 

more accurate forecasts. The data used by George and King consisted of 

cross-sectional observations for 1955 and 1965 as well as quarterly and 
. . . . 

,annualpostwar'time series data. The retail demand elasticity matrix 

generated by George and King conformed to all of the restrictions implied 

byneoclass,ical demand theory (PhI ips , 1974, Ch~ 2). Theoretically, 

this study has one difficulty iit that f:l..lliP.g'out the elasticity matrix 

involved specification of o~e unobservable parameter, money flexibility 
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Fluid milk 

Summary~dcomparison of elasticity estimates from Brandow (1961) and George sndKing (1971) 
studies 

Brandow George & King . .-

Cross price (good) Income Direct Cross price (good) Income 

Retail Detiland Elast\lcities 

---------------(Table l)-...;"'-~---------- ----------.:..----(Table 5)':";"--';"-----.;..-=-- . 

& cream ..... 29 .01 (evap. & condo milk) .16 -.35 .01 (evap. &cond. milk) ·.20 

Evap~· & condo milk -.3Q .20 (fluid milk) .00 ':"632 i.21 (fluid milk) .00 

Margarine ...;.80 .40 ('butter) 

.• 02 (total meat) 

.. 16 (margarine) 

.12 -~85. .42 (butter) 

. Farm Level Demand Elastic1ti1!sa 

.25 

~33 . 

---....... ----------(Table 12) --,:.-~--,... ... -.., ... ---.. .-------------- (Table ·11) -------------='-
Fluid milk.& cream· - .14 .01 (evap. an.dc::ond. iJlilk) -.32 

Evap. & cond. milk . - ~ 26 .09 (f1uidm1lk) .20 (fluid milk) 

Cheese -.54 .03 (total meat) .01 (total mea,t) 



Table. 3 (continued)' 

Brandow George & King 

Direct Cross price (good) Income Direct Cross price (good) 
( 

Income 

Farm Demand E1asticitiesa 

----------.... --- (Table 12)-'-------'--------- .... ..,. .... ------------- (Table 11)------,---------

Ice cream -.11 

Butter -.66 -.46 .13 (margarine) 

Other uses -.37 

aE1asticity of the quantity of milk demanded at the farm level with respect to the retail price. 



or the elasticity of the m.;irginal t)tility of income with respect to 

income. Since thisvalue,was unobservable, George and King used the 

constant value of -0.86, which was the value implied in the earlier 

study by Brandow (1961). Each estimated demand equation yields a 

different implicit value of money flexibility. Thus, the model is 

inconsistent in a theoretical sense in. that the cross-price elastic

ities be,tween foods in a group and, foods not in the same group depend 

on the value of money flexibility used and the way this money:Ue~ibi1-

ity,was entered into the system of demand equations. Thesigrtificance 

of the George and King study is tha.t itcontain.s estimates of direct, 

cross-price, and i.ncome elasticities for fluid J;Ili1k, butter, cheese, 

,evaporated and condensed milk, and ice cream in the cont~xt ofa 

complete demand,system.From these retail demand relationships, farm 

level demands were also developed., The farm level demandf?,like 

Brandow's, suffer from the difficulty that retail products frequently 

cannot be identified in terms of the farm product. Retail and farm 

level demand elasticity estimates from this study are,a1sosununarized 

in Ta.b1e 3. 
. ~ 

The Purcell et al. (1968), and Raunikar et al.(1969) studies are 

closely related. The Purcell et a1.(1968, p.' 6) study was "concerned 

primarily with estimating the natur.eand magnitude of socio-'economic 

variates generally postulated to irifluencethehousehold demand for 

fresh fluidmiJk and its closely related substitutes," using five yea.rs 

of data reported by 160 households in Atlanta, Georgia..· Independent 

variables used in a regression model to explain fluid milk consumption 

were the price of milk, age groups, annual household income, ra.ce, 

'season, time trends and interactions of these effects. The price 
r 

elasticity of demand at the middle of'thepricerangewas found to be 

.;..0.72~ Raunikar et al.(1969) usedtl1ese estimated demand relationshipl;l 

to project both per capita and total fluid milkconsumpt.ion for 1980 • 
./ 

Spatial disaggregation allowed these projections to be made for 204 

substate markets, 79 primary markets, and 14 regional markets. The 

projections for 1980 in this study were made by first projecting the 

number of househo:I.ds by income group; by age composition and by raCial, 

composition. Once these demographic projections were made, they were ," 

substituted i.nto the demand relationships estimated in the ear:I.ier 
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study. A series of adjustments was used to ensufe that estimated 

consumption for current periods corresponded to actual consumption 

reported in available data. The significance of these tW9studies was 

. the emphasis on the effect of population age and racial compositionras; 

determinants of demand. 

Boehm (1976) estimated the demands for fluid milk at retail using 

quarterly time series data for 1966 through 1975 for 22 Standard 

Metropolitan Statistical Areas. The demand functions were estimated 

using a modified generaliz~d least squares procedure. In addit~on to 

having quantity demanded as a function of ,prices and income, the 

composition of the population and the physical environment were asswned 

to influence per capita demand for fluid milk.. The inclusion of popu-

.lation composition was to .test the hypothesis that recent declines in 

per capita fluid milk consumption ¥Ere due to the aging of the U. s~ 

population. The data were unable to refute this hypothesis. Using 

ordinary least squares, own price and income elasticities of -0.12 and 

0.07, respectively,were estimated while generalized least squares price 

and income elasticity estimates were -0.30 and 0.14, respectively. 

This. concludes. the summarization of the demand responses for milk. 

The ass1.Jmptions of these demand studies allow the e:xclusion of the 

supply side of the modeL Rojko (1957) assumed supply to be absol~tely 

inelastic while Nerlove.and Addison (1958) assumed supply to be .infi

nitely elastic. . Brandow (1961) and George and King (1971) assumed that 

with the inclusion of all prices and income in. their demand systems, 

any change in a price or quantity must be a supply phenomellon. Hence, 

their systems were identified .. Boehm (1976) and Purcell et aL(1968) 

implicitly assumed that all factors affecting demand for fluid milk had 

been captured. Therefore, only supply shifts could cause price or 

quantity changes so his demand function was identified •.. When supply 

is neither absolutely inelastic. nor infinitely elastic and a complete 

system of demand equations is not specified, simultaneous or recursive 

models are assumed.. These models .will now be considered. 

Supply and Demand Studies 

Several researchers have performed dairymarketstqdies incorpo

rating both supply and demand. The Rojko (1969),Wilsonand Thompson 
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(1967) ,Prato (1973), and Hallberg anqFallert (1976) studies are 

reviewed. 

Rojko(1969} foimulateda37~equation model of the U. S. dai~Y 

industry. The parameters of thisniodel were nOt estimated. The<mod~l" 

components include demand equationsfoI:' fluid milk and cream,' cheese, 

butter, non.fat drymilk,6ther dairyprodticts" and margarine; supply 

equations for whole milk. and butterfad quantity and price idendti.es; 
. . 

margin 'equa tions; and farm level demand for milk for vario1)s purposes. 
" 

Wilson and Thompson (1967) formulated and estimated the first 

simultaneous equations modeLoftheU. s. dairy industry. Their 13- , 

equation model specified simUltaneous relationships for the number of ' 

miikcows, yield of milk per cow; the demand for fluid milk products·, 

the marketing margin and thebtitterfat'conten.t of milk. Demand relation

ships'for butterfat and n6nfat solids in manufactuteddairy products 
, . . 

were estimated by ordinary least squares under the assumption that the 

price for manufactured products andherice for milk components was 

supportedbytne price support program. The model was estimated using 

annual time series data for 1947 through 196.3. " The principal difficulty 

with this model 'is that some of the identity relationships are nonlinear 

functions of'the endogenous"Variables.'l'he estimation o:ftheparameters 

of this model would require a·norilin.ear simultaneous equation technique 

rather than the two-stage least squares procedure used. Sotru:fmajot 

e1astl.cityestimatesf:rom this study 'are summarized in Table 4. 

Prato (1973) measured supply~ demand, and price re!iationsliips ;ih 

the u.s. dait-yindustry using annua.ltime series data' from 1950 to 1968. 
" . 

The 13-'equationmodelused in this study wa'ss'imilar to the Wilson and 

:rhompson (1961) model both::ln terms of endogenous and exogenous variables 

andiu terms of the specified relationships. This study used simultaneous 

equations techniques to specify cow numbers;, yield per cow; ~ farm prices 

recei:vedfor milktisedin rtiariu:factured dairy products; consumerd~mands 

for fluid dairy prodtict's~ fofbutterfat' and for . nonfat solids; and farm 

retail price rel8,tionships'for f1tiid milk, for butterfat and for nonfat 

solids. This model is differentiated from the Wi1son~Thompson (1967) 

model by the inclusion of the partial adjustment hypotheses to account' 
, 

, for possible differences ,in the short,.. andlong,..runelasticities of 

supply and demand.iLike the Wilson:'" Tholllpson (1967) TIlodel,thismode1 
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Table 4. Summary and comparison of' sURP1y and demand estimates by., '. 
'Wilson-Thompson (1967) and Prato (1973) 

With respe~t to Estimates 
Wilson-Thompson Elasticity. 

Mil,k supplied Price SR. .003 
Price LR ..521 

Fluid milk demanded Price SR -.31 
Price LR 
Income .34 

Mil~ fat demande<i' Price SR, .. -.43. 
Price LR 

,~; ~ Income '.60 

Prato 

;".006 
.007 

-.11 
..00 

-.20 
~.28 --

Nonfat solids demanded SR -.19 
", ,. 

-.20 Price 
Price La -.50 
Income .71. 
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contains nonlinear relationships between variables. This problem is 

resolved by resorting to Kelejian's (1971) argument that consistent 

estimates can be obtained by approximating the reduced form equations 

bya polyriomial in all exogenous variables. Another problem with this 

model is that .a time trend was included in the demand functions while 

income was excluded because of high multicollinearity with the trend. 

The inclusion of the trend wa~ to account for changes in "tastes and 

preferences"over time. This procedure is not in keeping witheconoIllic 

theory as income is a fundamental determinant of consumption while t.r~nd 

variables represent unidentifiable events. A more appropriate procedure 

would have 'been to include income and exclude the trend variable. Since 

thisstJldyis so similar to the Wi! son-Thomp son (1967) study, it is 

summarized wit:h· the Wilson-Thompson study in Table 4.· 

Hallberg and Fallert (1976)'fornihlated and estimated a model that· 

was used in subsequent USDA policy studies. Their model of the U. S. 

dairy industry consists of a l27-equation recursive system.· As a 

recursive system, their model was· eEltimated byordinaryleasts9,uares 

and restricted ordinary least squares using quarterly time series data 

from 1955 through 1973. This model divides the continental United 

.States into nine supply regions but considers the United states as a· 

whole for demand purposes. This model is also the most comprehensive 

in terms of the products considered on the demand side, including five 

fluid and thirteen manufactured products. The model contains equations 

to predict farm level support prices,producer prices in the Minnesota

Wisconsin region, fluid milk prices, manufacturing milk prices, blend 

pricel3, U.S. average milk prices, milk production by region, total milk 

production, farm-retail price relationships, wholesale butter prices, 

inventory demands, per capita retail demands, and aggregate demands for 

all retail products. The model is closed by the use of identities· 

requiring that milk components supplied be equal to milk components 

demanded. 

At Purdue University, Babb. etaL developed a computerized 

simulation model of federal order milk markets (see Babb eta1, .1977a; 

Babb et aL, 1977b; Banker et aL, 1977 ; Martella et aL, 1977). This 

model. considers 61 supply centers, 45 fluid milk processing centet;'s, 

55 milk manufacturing centers, 45 .fluidmilk consumption centers and 
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. 45 map,ufactured milk (!onsumption centers. 
. " .. The quantity ·of milk supplied 

. . 

to ,the federal order markets at each of the 61 supply centers is .assumed 

to be. a :functionof the blend price that prevcfliled the previous quarter: 

in that. market,. The price elasticities of these supply functions vary 

by region.from a high of 0.3 in the Southeast .and South Central states 

to a low of 0.1 in the Lake States with an average supply elasticity of 
/ . 

0.217 •. The quantity of fluid milk demanded at each of the .45 fluid 

milk demand centers is assumed to be a function of the .retail fluid milk 

price that prevailed in that market in the previous quarter. The aver

age price elasticity of these fluid milk demand functions, was .... 0 •. 174 

with a range of from-0.225 in the Southeast to -0.114 in tlle Lake 

States. The quantity of class II products demanded at each of the 

45 class II product consumption centers is assumed to be a function of 

the average retail price of these products that prevailed in this 

center in the previous quarter. In contrast to the milk supply func

tions and the fluid milk demand functions, all class II prod:uct demand 

functions were assumed to have an average price elasticity of -0.46. 

All of the elasticities used in this mbdel were derived from previous 

st~dies. With production determined by the blend prices in" the previous 

quarter and consumption determined by retail prices in the previ()us 
. . . .. . 

quarter, the next step is the computation of milk flows that minimize 

assembiy, pro~essing, and distribution costs. A capacitated network 

flow algorithm is used for this minimization due to its cost advantage 
, .; :: 

over a transshipment formulation. Babb and Pratt (1977) performed a 

study 'using this model to simulate the dairy industry under alternative 

pricing polictes. Novakovic et al. (see Novakovic etal., 1979; 

Novakovic and Babb, 1979; and Novakovic et al., 1980) extended this 
i 

model to include non-federal order milk production and distrib~tion. 
i 

As a group, these supply-demand studies have someshortco:dtings. 
I 

First, theoretical models are not fully developed. Therelati6nship' 

between'the model estimated and the hypothesis of profit maximiiation 

by 'produce'rs and utility maximization by consumers is never displayed.' 

Second, several of the studies are econometrically weak. 'The Wilson- --....., 

Thompson (1967) arid Prato (1973) models contain several nonlinear 

relationships',' 'a problelll that was only treated lightly'. A third 

p.roblem is' the failure to distinguish between grade A and grade B 
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production. With declining class I utilization ra.tes, declining grade 

,Bproduction and relatively constant milk output, it appears , that former 

grade',B producer,s are employing InorereSOt,lrcesto produce grade A milk 

that is utilized in manufactured dairy products. This, use of grade'A 

milk in manufactured d'airyprbducts is an inefficient allocation of, 

, resources. A final criticism is provided by Prato (1973, p. 221): 

Regulation of minimumfarm,prices'for fluid and 
manufactured milk by federal or state market orders 
compliqi.tes the estimation of milk price elasticities. 
Most dairy sector models, including the pres,ent one, 
implicitly assume free market conditions. Prices in a 
free market are determined,by'supplyand demand conditions 
whereas regulated prices are 'determined by administrative 
decisions. 'Consequently the aggregate demand and supply 
elasticities reported here m.ay be distorted bY,the 
discrepancy between model assumptions and actual market 
conditions. 

Prato's criticism is especially true of supply, demand, or supply 

and demand models that do not explicitly include the effect of regula

tion on the response that is to be measured. The Hallberg-Fallert and 

the Babb et al. studies best model the effects of regulation on milk 

markets. 

When estimating the transfers and welfare losses which result 

frpIn al~ernative d~iry policies~the last two criticismsmentipned 
, ' 

above are important. That is~ for these w~lfare loss and transfer 

calculations, the failure to include the effect on behavioral responses 

of past regulation is nota minor oversight. Policy studies which 

estimate transfers arid welfare cost9 due to alternative regulations 

will be considered next. 

Policy Studies 

In terms of volume, policy stu.dies comprise roughly one-half of 

the literature ,on, empirical d.airy marketing res~arch. Thesepolicy 

models are typically concerned w:ith the effect of various regulatory 

programs on resource and income distribution in dairy markets. As 

such, these policy studies have beendivided,into three types, each of 

which corresponds to one feature of the current regulatory structure~ 

The types of studies considered are classified pricing studies, s\lpport 

price studies, and import quota studies 0 
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Classified Pricing Studies 

Two methods of measuring the effects of classified pricing have 

been used. The first measure is expressed in transfers and welfare 

costs. This is the approach used by Blakley and Riley (197~), Kwoka 

(1977), and Ippolito and Masson (1978). The second approach is to 

measure the effect on prices and quantities of alternative classified 

pricing systems. Dobson and Babb (1970), Riley and Blakley (1975), 

Dobson and Buxton (1977), Fallert and Buxton (1978), and Hallberg et ale 
i 

(1978) have all taken this second approach. ·Kwoka (1977) and Ippolito 

and Masson (1978) examine the transfers and net social costs due to 

classified pricing. This concept is distinct from the examination of 

the equilibrium that will prevail under alternative forms of classified 

pricing. All studies except the Kwoka (1977) and the Ippolito and 

Masson (1978) studies examine pricing systems that are alternatives to 

the current system. 

Kwoka (1977) estimated supply and demand responses for a classified 

pricing and pooling model that was formulated but never estimated by 

Kessel (1967). The data used by Kwoka (1977) to derive estimates were 

from 38 federally regulated milk order markets in 1970. Having derived 

estimates of the supply and demand responses in these federal milk 

market orders, Kwoka proceeded to estimate the national aggregate 

transfers from consumers to producers as $750 million and the efficiency 

losses due to milk market regulation as $179 million for the year 1970. 

This analysis assumes that the competitive price of fluid grade milk 

will be above the competitive price of manufacturing grade milk by a 

constant differential sufficient to cover the added cost of production. 

Parameters were estimated using cross section price and quantitY,data 

from the different (38 and 46) markets for the different years. 

Ippolito and Masso~, 1978 [see also, Fones, Hall and Masson, 1977; 

and MacAvoy, 1977] also estimated the transfers and efficiency losses 

due to milk market regulation. Their analysis extended Kessel's 

(1967) model and used elasticity estimates from other studies. 

Applying this model to market conditions for 1973, gross transfers to 

regulated farmers were estimated to be $210 million per 'year and dead

weight losses were estimated to be $60 million per year. A sensitivity 
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analysis was performed to examine the effects on, these magnitudes as 

,the supply and demand elasticities took on differing values. This 
,,' '. ."~; '; '. - '-.: . . , 

sensitivity analysis indicated that the magnitude of the transfers and 

deadweight losses was not highly sensitive to the differing values of 

supply and demand elasticities. 
, ' 

The,remaining studies'of classified pricing are not ,concerned with 

classified pricing compared to unregulated markets but are concerned 

instead with the effects of alternative sets of classified prices. 

These studies were done by Dohson and Babb (1970),Blakley and Riley 

(1974), Riley and Blal<.le)1 (1975), Dobson and Buxtoll (lQ77), Fall,ert 

and Buxton (1978) and Hallberg et a!. (1978). 

DdbslOn and Babb (1970) were the first to study alternative class I 

pricing syst;ems. They use~ ,a recursive model to forecast the effects 

of ,a 7.5 percent incre~se in federal order minimum pd,ce!3 on,conS\ll1ler 
" '. .- , ' 

prices,' consumption, location of processing, producer prices; production, 

,p:t;0ce,ssing costs and transportation costs over a four~yearperiod using 

1967 as the basis for comparison. Generally, they found that consumer, 

prices,wo~l~ increase by 5 percent while milk consumption declirted in 

the~iI'st year only. They also found that the incomes of producers 

would increase by 8 percent and intermarket milk shipments would in

crease along with total transportation costs. 

Blakley and Riley (1974) point out that when policy changes are 

undyr, consideration", tradeoffs between groups or regions maybe much, 

larKer than aggregate changes averaged over all groups. Relative to' 

the existing price structure, they projected changes in Producer and 

consumer surplus in 31 federal order markets under alternative class I 

prises n~ar the 1973 level and a uniform class I price near the proj

ected support price for class II milk. Und,er, the policy of uniform 

class I prices, ,it was found that producers in the upper and central 

Midwest and consumers in the Northeast would gain the mO,st. Under a 

policy of uniform class I ,price near the sUI>po,rt price, 'it, was found 

that alL consumers would benefit, but especially those in the Northeast, 
, , 

, and all producers wouldlqse, but again, especially those in the 

Northeast. In another study, Riley and Blakley (1975) examined the 

regional impacts of the two previous pricing systems plus a third 
:." ': - . -~ -. ' - - .-' . '. ': 

alternative class I pricing system, namely class I price differentials' 
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based on feed costs. The results of this se,cond study are examined in 

terms of producer receipts and consumer expendit4res rather than 

surplus concepts. 

Dobson and Buxton (1977) examined the ·effectsof setting theU. S ~ 

average differential between class I and manufacturing milk at three 

different levels. The results show that, if in 1974 the class 1-

manufacturing price differential had been $1.80 instead of $2.44,: there 

would have been a net social gain of $13.2 million. Likewise, if the 

differential had been $2.00 instead of $2.44, there would have been a 

net social gain of $8.6 million. Finally, if the differential had been 

$2.68, net social welfare would have been reduced by $5.4 million. To 

the authors, these results suggest (Dobson and Buxton, 1977, p. 33) 

..... classified pricing under federal orders assumes more importance 

for transferring income frqm consumers to producers than as a mechanism 

which causes net gains or losses to society." The model used was a 

national model so the estimated efficiency magnitudes are annual, 

national estimates. No regional allocations of these estimates were 

given. One difficulty with this mod.el is that the elasticity estimates 

came from several studies which leaves their comparability open to 

question. A second difficulty is that milk is marketed in local or 

subregional markets and a model of a national market will not reveal 

intermarket i~come transfers. 

Fallert and Buxton (1978) examined the effect of four alternative 

class I pricing pol;icies. The alternatives were continuing the current 

policy; increasing class I differentials 45 cents in all region$; 

decreasing class I differentials 75 cents in all regions; and eliminat~ 

ing minimum class I differentials. The effects of these policy 

alternatives were examined using the Hallberg-Fallert model described 

earlier and were reported. on a regional basis. with projections through 

1985. It was found that by eliminating class I differentials, milk 

production would increase in Minnesota and Wisconsin and remain 

approximately constant or decrease elsewhere. Pocke.ts of surplus 

production, in addition to Eau Claire, Wisconsin, would occur in the 

West and Northeast. Consumer prices would fall for fluid products 

and rise for manufactured products causing quantities consumed to 

increase for fluid products and to decrease for manufactured products. 
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This "policy would also have implications for regional dairy incomes, 

the location of!Jlilk production, and' the location of mantifac1::ured 

dairy products processing plants (especially the cheese industry). 

Increases (decreases) in fluid differentials will cause the relevant 

magnitudes to change in a'way opposite to (the sameas} that described 

above. 

Hallberg et aL{1978} used elasticity estimates from previous' 

studies to formulate a spatial'equilibrium quadratic programm:i.ng modeL 

This model disaggregated the northeaste:rnregion of the United States 

into states, while considering other regions as distinct markets, 'and 

then solved for equilibrium prices andquaritities for raw milk, fluid 

milk,and manufactured milk products under alternative pricing'policies. 

The fi:r,st'policyconsidered was the current policy and' the values of 

the model variables compared favorably'to'1975 actual market values. 

An interesting result of this solution Was that the Northeast, Southeast, 
{~, 

and Upper,Midwest'were all potential export producing regions. 'This 

result is similar to the Fallert and Buxton (1978) conclusion. Pooli.ng 

milk, tinder, a national order was thesecorid policy considered. • ThisY 

policy increased consumer expend itu:reson fluid milk in the Southwest, 

South AtlantiC,Northeast, and Corn Belt. Producer receipts were 

increased in the Corn Belt, ~ortheast, and Southwest and decreased in 

the Plains, Mountains, Northwest, and South Central regions. 'Altering 

the fluid differential from'O to III cents per hundredweight was also 

considered. As the fluid differentia.lincreased, consumer expenditure 

on fluid milk increased in the Corn Belt, Lak.e States, Northeast, South 

Atlantic, and SouthCeritralregions. Producer 'receipts also 'increased 

in these regions and decreased in the Lake States, Plains, Mountains, 

and Northeast regions. Regional orders were also studied but did not 

provide definite answers on di'stributionalissues. The major criticism 

of this study is that ,it ignores grade B milk production. 

A stimInarization of classified pricing policy models is contained 

in Table 5. As a group, they seem to agree on theeffec.ts of altern a"" 

tivepolicies although the measurement of these effects is not always 

the same~ Some,:researchers consider, transfers only; others consider 

transfers and deadweightlosses,andstillbthers use expenditure

receipt measures. Some researchers examine regiQna.l effects while 
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Table 5. Summarization of recent research on the effectsofc1ass1fied: 
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others examine only aggregate effects. Most researchers use parameter 

estimates from previous studies that may or may not have been estimated 

in a consistent framework. This creates One problem. Another problem 

is the exclusion of grade B milk from some models. 

, . 

Support Price Studies 

Studies of the effect of the price supportprog:rain have been 

pedcirmedby Buxton,and Hammond (1974) and Heien(1977}. 

Buxton and Hammond. (1974) used elasticity estimates derived in 

previous studies to formulate a model to estimate the annual net social 

cost of alternative price support levels for 1973. The social cost 

varied depending on the price support level and the method of disposi

tidnof the purchases. If purchases weredqnated to domestic progr~s, 

the cost reached a maximum of $94 million when the support price was 

set at 90 percent of parity. Alternatively, if purchases were donated 

to international programs, the net sbc~al cost when support price was 

set at 90 percent of parity was found tobe $447 million. 

Heien, (197}) formulated a 32-equation model of the U.S. dairy 

industry with three sectors--retai1' demand equations, retail price 

formation equations, and farm output and price determinatiqn relations • 

. Retail demand e9,uations were specified for .fluid milk, butter, cheese, 

frozen products, nonfat dry milk, and evaporated and condensed milk. 

This model was estimated by ordinary least squares llsing anIlua1 data 

from 1950 tllrough 1%9. Using these estimates, thetota1cost.ofthe, 

price support program was found to he$402millio1J,per year and the 

total cost of the federal milk marketing order system was found to be 

$175 million per year. One strong point of this model is the use of a 

production function that specified the effect of dairy cow vintage. 

Cow productivity varied by vintage. This model suffers from unrealist

. ica11y large values for some of its long-run elasticity estimates. 

Import Quota Studies 

A final set of research results to'be examined are the results of 

three studies on the effect of import quotas and the effect of relaxing 

these quotas. Studies performed by the U.S. Department of Agriculture 
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(1975), Novak,ovic and Thompson (1977), and Salathe et a1. (1977) all·. 

indicate that import quotas are effective in supporting the U.S. dairy 

prices above world levels. The U. S. Department of Agriculture (1975) 

study estimated a short-run decline of 18 cents per hundredweight for 

each additional billion pounds of aggregate dairy imports measured in 

terms of milk equivalent. The study by Salathe et a1. (1977) was most 

concerned with the Wisconsin dairy economy and projected that, in the 

short run, Wisconsin farm milk prices would fall about 14 cents per 

hundredweight for each additional billion pounds of dairy imports. The 

Novakovic and Thompson (1977) study considered a narrower range of 

import policy. Their model indicated that the price of raw milk will 

fall by about 6 cents per hundredweight in the short run for each one 

billion pounds of milk equivalent imported. 

Other Studies 

Two other dairy policy studies have been done· that deserve mention 

in this review. These two studies are included in.this section because 

one, a study by Masson and .DeBrock (1980), does not fit under any of 

the above sections, and the other, a study by Dahlgran (1980a and 

1980b; 1980b summarizes 1980a), fits under both the supply-demand 

estimation section and the classified pricing and pooling section. 

Using a model of monopolistic competition as a norm, Masson and 

DeBrock (1980) examined the deadweight losses and transfers due to the 

minimum retail price provisions of state order markets. These research

ers formulated a four-equa:tion model with an equation for a demand 

relationship, a marketing margin relationship, a market structure 

relationship, and a supply price relationship for various regulated 

state markets. Estimates of the parameters for this model were found 

using 2SLS. Using these parameter estimates, a lower limit on the 

social costs due to retail price regulation was estimated to be $91.9 

million. 

The study by Dahlgran (1980a; 1980b) contains a supply-demand 

response estimation component and a welfare cost ... transfer estimation 

component which enables it to be classified partially as a nonpolicy 

(supply-demand) study and partially a~ a policy (classified pricing) 

study. In this study, a simultaneous supply and demand model was 
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speclfiedfo.r grade A' and grade B milk supplyandfl.uid· arid'l!ianbfa~tur
ing milkdetnari.d. This model was then fit to' tenyea:rs of titp.e series 

data 'for fourteen federai order markets •. The resulting' set o'£' supply' 

arid deinandres'p(jn~eestt1nateswas thenused'to:formulateari. inter~ 
regiorial: modEdof· theU"'S. i dairy indtistry • Using' the 1976 dalry . 

economy as a', ba~e; . thisinter:regfonal model was tIieD. used to' simul.ate 

unregulated dairy market' equilib:dum •.. comparison' of the 1976'actut:i1 
. . .. 

r~g'ula:ted dairy market~economy with the 1916 simulated unregulated 

. ':dEliry market economy allowed the comptitation of deadweight losses arid' 

tran'Sff}rs due t:eregulatiOns. ". Thecbmputedmagnitude's:~ere $439 million 

asttans·fers' from fluid milk-consumers to grade A m1lk producers~: 

'$366million'a:s transfersfroln grade A milk pr~ducerstomantifactured 
. " 

··~roduet consuIll.ers, $200 million as transfers from gradeB' milk producers 

to manufactured product consumersa:nd $13lmilllon as tbedeadweight 

losses ,due to dairy market regulation. .In this study, dairy'market . 

regulat:ion was finally ~xamirted in terms of income enhancement and 

,stah!lity.o1?jectiyes. Asa means toenhancemilkproducers'incomes, 
. . 

the .cUl:rentsystem ofdai~y .market regula,tiollwas judged to be in- . 

effective .baseg (:m tbe,transfersto milk producers relative to dead-' 

weigbtlosses. As a meallstoereateretailpricestability,·the current 

syste~ of dairy market, reg\llation was again 5udgedto be. inefficie·ri.t, 
. . 

sinc~ the same.level of retaLlprice stability. could be achieved .ata 

lowercost~ , If,. how,ever, the,c,urrent. t:egulatory system does create·.·· 

. price stability at the farm level;.and if due, to risk .aversion on the 

part ofpr,oducers ,;the;supply furtction shift:s. outward; then· it was found 

that a supply curve c>u:t:wardl;lhift of more than 1. 54perC:lent would 'create 

cons,umer, surplus gains that would more' than offs,et the measured dead

weight losses due to regulation •. , 

<.' . .' 

:' .. .Sutmnary 

. At this point it is useful to offer somegeneralizadons that can 

be derived from the numerouS studies conSidered'. '. First, the supply 

side'ofthe dairy industry' seems to cotrespond.withHalvors'on' S (195~} 

a pr'Ioribeliefs·. -that is, the dairy supply 'respon~e appears to be . 

hignlypiiceinelastic in the shortt-un'. Based 'on the singleeqtiation 

supply 'est-imatioil' models .(Table 1) ~<'ptoduction per' cow has~riine1astic 
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supply response that is in most cases less than 0.5. Totalmilk 

production is als() inelastic with respect to price, with pric~elas.,...; 

ticity estimates ranging from 0.0 to 0.5. Simultaneous supply-demand 

models do not refute these results. This inelastic supply response is 

probably due, as Halvorson (1955) suggests, to the large fixed invest:... 

ment required for dairy~ng, the lack of good alternatives for labor in 

many areas where milk producti()nis substantial, the penalization of 

the small or variable output milk producer in the market place due to 

pricing arrangements, the long time lag required to alter cow herds 
\ 

and equipment, the effect of price and output uncertainty, and the 

time lag between production and price formation. The summary of supply 

elasticity estimates presented in Table 1 indicates that supply e1as..., 

ticity with respect to price is slightly greater for winter months 

than for summer months. The evidence is contradictory for the existence 

of different elasticities of supply for price increa,ses than for price 

decreases. 

The long-run supply elasticity estimates found by Chen et aL (1972). 

using quarterly California data, and by this author (Dahlgran, 1980a, 

1980b) using annual data from a sample of U. S. milk mar!(ets are con

siderably larger than the long-run supply elasticity estimates fou,nd 

by other researchers. Likewise, the long-run supply elasticity esti ..... 

mates found by other researchers are greater than the short-run supply 

elasticity estimates found by these researchers. Thus, the evidence 

indicates that the supply response is greater in the long ru,nthan. 

in the short run. 

On the demand side, dairy marketing models typically consider two 

demands for raw milk, the demand for milk for fluid uses, and the demand 

for milk for manufacturing uses. These demands at the farm level are 

derived from the demand for fluid and manufactured dairy products at 

retail. .At the retail level, Brandow (1961) and George and King (1971) 

provide the demand elasticity estimates for dairy products that have 

received the most attention in recent years. Both of these studies 

suggest that the demand for fluid milk is inelastic in the range of 

-0 .. 30 to -0.35 and less than the elasticity of demand for manufactured 

products. The income elasticity of demand for fluid milk is also low, 

in the range of 0.16 to 0.20. These studies show that manufactured 
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goods display both a greater price and a greater income. elastiCity 

than fluid In:t1k. Of theinanufactured da:i.ryproducts ,butter has the 

greatest price elasticity '(-0.65 to ..,0.85)wh:i1e evaporated and cott

densed<inilk have the lowest price elasticity ( ... 0.30. to "'-0.32). :Sa:sed 

011 the informationcoritainedin these two studies, inferences can be . 

drawn about demand elasticities fOr fluid and manufacturing milk at the 

farm leVel.: These inferences are that the demands for fluid and 

manufacturing milk at the farm level are both p:dce inelastic with the 

elasticity of demand for manufacturing m:t1k exceeding the demand e1as:'" 

ticity for fluid m.ilk. The Wi1son.;..Thompson (1967) and Prato (1973) 

studies donotrefuteth'ese inferences.' 'Raunikar et a1~ (1969), Purcell 

et aL (1968) and' Boehm (1976) show that demogra.phic facto·rs such as 

age and~racia1 composition of the population ha.ve significant effects 

on fluid milk demand . Boehm (1976)cpnstructed the hypothesis that the 

aging of thepopu1atioriwas respOnsible for a recent decline in per 

capita fluid milk consumption in the United States. The data were 

tinab1eto reftitethishypothesis. 

the final set of studies dealt with the effect of dairy market 

regulation in ct'eating gains and losses to producers arid consumers. 

Kwoka' (1977) found that for 1970 classified pricing and pooling resulted 

inanriua1 efficiency losses of $179 million. '" Ippolito' and Uasson (1978) 

fo'und that for 1973 classifiedp:iicing and pooling resulted in annual 

transfers from consumers to producers of $210 million and created aimua1 

efficiency losses of $60 million. For the time period of 1950 to 1969, 

Heien (1977) found the total social cost of the federq.lmilk marketing 

order system' to be $175 million per year • The author's own work (1980a, 

1980b) found that for 1976 'annual transfers from both fluid and manufac

tured m:t1k consumers to 'regulated producers amounted to $73 million. A 

$200 mil1ibn q.nnua1 transfer from unregulated producers to consumers 

was als{) found. The annual efficiency losses due to regulation were 

found to be $131 Ihil1ionwhichis tnidway between the Kwoka (1977) and 

Ippolito and Masson (1978) estimates. 

Other researchers fbund evidence that regulated classified pricing 

and pooling plans substantially altered the milk price surface,fr{)m the 
, . 

su:dace that would have existed without these plans .' In particular, 

the studfescif Fai1~rt and Buxton (1978) and Ha11berget aL (1978) 
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both found that in the absence of clas~ified pricing, the upstate New 

York, Vermont area; the Western Kentucky-Western Tennessee area; the 

upper Midwest and the Northwest would all be milk exporting regions. 

The social cost of the price support system was found to depend 

O,I). the level of support and the disposition of the purchases. The; 

cost was estimated to be $402 million per year between 1950 and 1969 

by Heien (1977). An alternative estimate of the annual.social cost 

of price supports at 90 percent of parity was fotindto be $94 million 

if purchases were donated domestically and $447 million if purchases 

were donated abroad. 

The effect· of import restrictions on the manufacturing milk price 

was estimated. It was estimated that the manufacturing milk price 

would ,fall 14 to. 18 cents per hundredweight for each additional billion 

pounds of milk equivalent imported. Six cents per hundredweight was 

estimated as the short-run effect. 

Several major criticisms of t4e work reviewed in this paper were 

provided, but- only the major criticisms will be mentioned here. Many 

of the regression models were judged to be inadequate in that they 

failed to specify a theoretical model of profit or utility niaximization. 

Another criticisniof the existing literature is the lack of attention 

given to the gradual disappearance of Grade B milk production. Very 

few researchers are using empirical models to explain why, to determine 

whether this disappearance is policy induced, or to measure the effect 

of this disappearance in ter'ms of efficiency: from the standpoint of 

resource allocation. Another criticism of some of the studies reviewed 

is the lack of specification of. the regulatory environment •. Finally, 

many of the policy studies have been concerned only with aggr.egate 

transfers and welfare costs of regulation. Equally of interest to 

society is the distribution, of these' costs and transfers across markets 

and between categories of producer and consumer groups. Hopefully, 

research in the future can.benefit from a fuller consideration of 

these issues. 
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